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“

Only when you drink from the river of silence shall you indeed sing.
And when you have reached the mountain top, then you shall begin to climb.
And when the earth shall claim your limbs, then shall you truly dance.

”

Kahlil Gibran
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"
T h e C eo's
c o r n er

we performed
exceptionally better
than we anticipated

"

A

I

t has been such a journey for
us to be where we are today. We
deliberately set out to achieve
great things, however realizing
those goals has been humbling
and almost surreal. This has
cemented our desire to set
bigger measured goals. True
indeed to the old cliché; a journey of a thousand miles, starts
with the first step and taking the
next and next.
Our desire to be a flexible and
agile company that quickly
adapts to an operating climate
which often presents complexities, has sparked a need to refocus and reorganize the business.
I am therefore pleased to
announce the establishment of
the following business units
within Jendza Capital:
• Jendza Logistic and Management Division
• Jendza Architectural and
Design Division
The two divisions will remain
within the Jendza Capital stable.
As part of the restructuring, we
established Nandza Properties.

s such all property functions that
have been under Jendza Capital have
since been moved to Nandza Properties to reinforce a focused approach
on property development and management. I am excited to further
announce that Nandza Properties has
issued its first development project to
the market. All these business units
will continue working closely and
benefit from cross business revenue
opportunities.
The most impressive part of our
achieved growth is that we managed
to execute all our functions without
incurring debt from financial institutions.
As we reflect on the words of our
former President Nelson Mandela
“But I have discovered the secret that
after climbing a great hill, one only
finds that there are many more hills
to climb” . In the year ahead, we
know the tasks are immense, we will
continue to focus on developing our
existing businesses as well as a steady
surge into other sectors that provide
growth opportunities.
In conclusion, we would like to thank
you for your unwavering support and
confidence in us. Your association
with us has played a crucial role in
our success story.

Investment

D

espite an economy that has stagnated, the imminent four industrial revolution and the need to boost the economy
through infrastructure development still
presents opportunities for us to pick
great opportunities with high yields in
the foreseeable future.

prudent
in every
step

W

e provide capital and guidance for
a variety of businesses at different levels
of growth. This is done meticulously to
achieve a balance between risk exposure, stability and achieving high returns.
Whilst we remain vigilant in studying
and understanding the current economic
environment we are deeply dedicated to
improving the social conditions of our
people in South Africa, transferring
skills and providing meaningful employment opportunities. This dedication
gives us the impetus to continue looking
for investment opportunities.

W

e still have investment interests
in the following sectors:
•
•
•
•

balancing risk,
potential &
growth...
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Property Development &
Construction
Renewable Energy
Information Communication
Technology
Retail Sector

Advisory services

I

n a sector that has been dominated by
multi-nationals, we have made inroads
in our advisory services business unit.
Our key focus is to build trust with our
clients, provide services that are above
board and reinforce a reputation of
integrity. This is achieved by following
global best practices and giving our
consultants necessary tools and training
so that their output is of the highest
quality and credibility.

O

ur protocol remains the same with
each project starting with 1) Understanding the client’s needs 2) Planning, investigating and conceptualization of probable solutions to suit the client’ needs. 3)
Design and specifications of solutions 4)
Implementation of solution with supervision, monitoring and evaluation of key
areas in place 5) Handing over solution
to clients.

giving you
the whole
picture

W

e have been focusing on the
following key areas:
Governance & Strategy Services
•
Corporate Governance
•
Strategy Crafting
•
Business Structuring
Capacity Building & Training
Project Management Services
•
General Project Management
•
Project Management Office
•
Project Management Support

credible and quality
advisory solutions...

Business Support Services
•
Business Plans
•
Business Models
•
Due Diligence
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Logistics & Management

O

ur logistics division is well capacitated and continues to grow as we exploit
opportunities that are available to us. In
an environment that sees a lot of negative impact to society through road accidents we prioritise safety of other road
users and our drivers. Technology has
played an important role in this regard.
We continue to use available computer
intelligence tools and systems to improve efficiency in all our operations.

a peaceof-mind
approach

T

raining our drivers and mechanical
support team has yielded good results as
we continue to provide logistics services
efficiently and on time.

W

e have focused our efforts in
these areas and have strengthened
our footprint and competence:

safety & efficiency,
key components of
our operations...

•
•
•
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Supply Chain Management
Supply Chain Strategy
Contract Logistics and
Commodities

Architectural & Design

I

n our quest to offer turnkey solutions
to our clients, our inhouse Architectural
and Design team has performed a crucial
role in translating our vision into real
concepts which were handed to our
construction team. This seamless
approach captures all the nuances of a
client’s demands and intentions and
nothing is lost in translation which usually happens when different parts of the
project are passed on from one firm to
another.

dedicated
to
execellence

W

e We offer the following services within this unit:
•
•
•
•
•
•

turnkey solution
for seamless
execution...
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Architectural drawings
Urban design
Animation & 3D
Building Photography
Commercial Controls
Graphic Design

Construction

W

e offer turnkey solutions from
consultation, through procurement and
supply, project managing the process
until we deliver the final product. Projects can easily miss their deadlines and
go over budget. Our turnkey approach
guarantees you one source of accountability which accelerates decision
making.

lasting
structures
built
efficiently

W

ith Villas at Parklands Estate
Midrand we offer plots, a variety of
building plans and construction of the
property.

W

e have serviced and still actively seek more opportunities in these
areas.

delivery done on
time and on
budget

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Schools, Hospitals,
Government Offices
Shopping complexes, large
housing developments, office
parks
Residential homes
Industrial Buildings
(Warehouses, manufacturing
plants)
Renovations
Maintenance and Repair

Engineering Consulting

O

ur commitment to empower black
people and transfer skills is reflected in
our team of engineers. The team is well
experienced and geared to execute any
civil works project. We have a network of
professionals we engage to equal any
task. We continue reinforcing our position to facilitate private-public partnerships to successfully finance and deliver
infrastructural developments.

a diverse
team
geared for
any task

W

e continue to strength our
capacity in these core areas.
•

participating in
South Africa’s
infrastructural
development...

•
•
•
•
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Feasibility Studies & Impact
Assessments
Design
Design Management
Project Management
Bid Coordination &
Management

Corporate Social
Investment

G

iving back to communities we serve
is in line with one of our business ethos;
“improving the lives of our people.” This
does not only mean engaging in financial
profitable ventures. We embarked on a
variety of projects of good will that aim
to include those who are marginalized.
Our reward is to see their living standards improved and receive relief in
times of need.

lifting hands
that hang down...
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